Naïve T cells continually recirculate between blood and secondary lymphoid organs, scanning dendritic cells (DC) for foreign antigen. Despite its importance for understanding how adaptive immune responses are efficiently initiated from rare precursors, a detailed quantitative analysis of this fundamental process has not been reported. Here we measure lymph node (LN) entry, transit, and exit rates for naïve CD4
Naïve T cells continually recirculate between blood and secondary lymphoid organs, scanning dendritic cells (DC) for foreign antigen. Despite its importance for understanding how adaptive immune responses are efficiently initiated from rare precursors, a detailed quantitative analysis of this fundamental process has not been reported. Here we measure lymph node (LN) entry, transit, and exit rates for naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells, then use intravital imaging and mathematical modeling to relate cell-cell interaction dynamics to population behavior. Our studies reveal marked differences between CD4
+ vs. CD8 + T cells. CD4 + T cells recirculate more rapidly, homing to LNs more efficiently, traversing LNs twice as quickly, and spending ∼1/3 of their transit time interacting with MHCII on DC. In contrast, adoptively transferred CD8 + T cells enter and leave the LN more slowly, with a transit time unaffected by the absence of MHCI molecules on host cells. Together, these data reveal an unexpectedly asymmetric role for MHC interactions in controlling CD4 + vs. CD8
+ T lymphocyte recirculation, as well as distinct contributions of T cell receptor (TCR)-independent factors to the LN transit time, exposing the divergent surveillance strategies used by the two lymphocyte populations in scanning for foreign antigen.
trafficking | migration | immune recognition P eripheral naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells lead a nomadic existence, circulating between blood, secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs), and lymph in search of foreign antigen and survival signals (1, 2) . Factors affecting T-cell entry into lymph nodes (LN) across vascular endothelium are well characterized. L-Selectin (CD62L) enables the initial rolling of T cells along high endothelial venules (HEV), whereas chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 7 (CCR7) signaling upon binding of its ligands CCL19 and CCL21 activates the integrins α L β 2 (LFA-1) and α 4 β 1 (VLA-4), facilitating their firm adhesion and transendothelial migration (1) . T cells are extremely dynamic after entering SLOs, moving along the fibroblastic reticular cell network at average speeds of ∼11 μm/min (3, 4) . In contrast, the temporal and spatial dynamics of distinct T-cell populations as they traverse SLOs after such endothelial transmigration, the influence of this migratory behavior on efficient scanning of the body for invasion by infectious agents, and the factors that influence motility, residence time, and egress rates from SLOs of these highly motile T cells are largely unexplored or just beginning to be understood (5) .
A key step in developing a dynamic understanding of lymphocyte percolation through LNs is to measure how long different T-cell subsets spend in an SLO before egressing into lymph. To date, only expression of CCR7 and Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1) has been shown to affect the time spent by T cells within LNs. CCR7 promotes retention, whereas S1PR1 expression is essential to overcome this retention signal and promote egress into the efferent lymph (6) . In addition to these chemotactic cues (7-9), the LN transit of T cells might be impacted by the numerous cell-cell contacts they make (4, 10) , but this issue has not been experimentally investigated. Furthermore, it has been assumed without direct evidence that the factors determining the SLO transit time, scanning behavior, and hence recirculation dynamics are the same for CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells. Engagement of the antigen receptors (TCR) on naïve T cells may also play a role in recirculation dynamics. T cells recognize foreign antigen via interaction with peptides bound by cell surface MHC-encoded molecules (pMHC). The encounter of a naïve T cell with its cognate foreign pMHC on presenting cells in an SLO leads to migration arrest and activation (11) . Naïve T cells also make functional, weaker affinity interactions with selfpeptides presented by MHC (self-pMHC). In the absence of MHCI, naïve CD8 + T-cell populations decay with a half-life of 10-19 d, implying that interactions with MHCI play a role in their maintenance (12, 13) . Similarly, loss of MHCII leads to reduced survival of naïve CD4 + T cells (13) (14) (15) , although the impact of the absence of MHCII on naïve CD4 + T cells is less acute than that of MHCI loss on CD8 + T cells (16) . Nonetheless, intraclonal competition among naïve CD4 + T cells suggests that specific selfpMHC cues may be a limiting resource (17) . Finally, for both naïve CD4 + and CD8 + T cells, contact with self-pMHC results in partial phosphorylation of the TCR ζ-chain, maintaining T cells in a state of greater sensitivity for responses to foreign antigen (16, 18) . However, it remains unknown how long contacts involved in selfpMHC recognition last, where they take place, or whether they influence the bulk trans-LN migration of T cells, and hence the overall dynamics of the search for foreign antigen.
To develop a better understanding of the factors that regulate naïve T-cell dynamics in SLO, we have now carefully quantified the time that naïve CD4 + and CD8 + T cells spend traversing LNs. We also asked whether, in the absence of antigen, TCRself-pMHC contacts measurably impact T-dendritic cell (DC) interaction time as assessed by intravital 2-photon (2P) microscopy and whether the cumulative impact of self-recognition contributes to SLO residence time. Our data reveal that the two naïve T-cell subsets transit LN at strikingly different rates based on factors distinct from the classically considered CCR7 or S1PR1 control mechanisms influencing exit likelihood, and further, that there is a substantial asymmetry in the effect of self-recognition on CD4
+ vs. CD8 + T-cell dynamics in LN. In combination, these observations highlight important and previously unrecognized differences between CD4 + and CD8 + T cells in their repertoire scanning strategies.
Results
Impact of the Absence of MHCII on T-DC Interaction Duration. Only thymocytes weakly interacting with self-pMHC are positively selected and released into the periphery. However, the reduced naïve T-cell survival in the absence of self-pMHC (12) (13) (14) and a subthreshold level of partial TCR ζ-chain phosphorylation rapidly lost when T cells are deprived of MHC (16, 18) indicate that interactions of naïve T cells with self-pMHC do not end in the thymus. We have used the maintenance of CD5 expression, which is proportional to the strength of TCR signaling (19) , to test the expectation that functional T-cell interactions with selfpMHC take place primarily in SLOs. (Fig. S1A ). Thus, CD5 expression levels are actively maintained by interactions with MHC. When splenectomized mice were treated with neutralizing antibodies to αL and α4 integrins, blocking T-cell entry into LNs, and with FTY720, an inhibitor of lymphocyte LN egress, to trap T cells either in blood or LN, there was a significant reduction in CD5 surface levels in the blood but not the LN (Fig. S1B ). These data suggest that functional contacts of naïve T cells with self-MHC take place primarily in SLOs, raising the possibility that such interactions might affect the dynamics of T-cell migration in these organs.
To examine directly whether this recognition influences the duration of T-cell interactions with DC in vivo, we used 2P intravital microscopy. We focused on CD4 + T cells, because this enabled us to examine a specific cell population, DCs, which are likely key in providing MHCII signals in SLOs (20 + T cells served as internal controls, because we did not expect them to interact differentially with DCs differing only in MHCII expression. In the absence of foreign pMHC, T-DC interactions were best approximated by a log normal distribution, with the majority of T-DC contacts being very short (<5 min) and only few contacts lasting longer than 10 min (Fig. 1C) , in accord with published data (21) . There was a significant reduction in the mean and median interaction duration of CD4 + T cells with DCs that lacked MHCII compared with WT DCs (Fig. 1D ) but no such difference in CD8
+ T-cell interaction times. To avoid manual scoring bias, we used newly developed automated image analysis software to analyze the same data set, with similar results (Fig. 1D ).
Distinct CD4
+ and CD8 cumulative time of CD4 + T-cell LN residency accounted for by interactions with MHCII, we first measured LN transit times of naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells in WT mice. We transferred marked T cells into mice, blocked further LN entry, and counted transferred cells in multiple LNs at different times after entry blockade. The CD4:CD8 T-cell ratio rapidly inverted when LN entry was inhibited, suggesting that CD4 + T cells egressed LNs faster than CD8 + T cells ( Fig. 2 A and B) . The egress kinetics of both CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells in sampled peripheral LNs (pLN) and mesenteric LN (mLN) were well described by an exponential decay process (Fig. 2C) . This corresponds to a model in which T cells leave with a constant probability per unit time, independent of the total number of T cells in the LN. By fitting this exponential decay model to the T-cell number decay curves, we estimated egress rates (r) of transferred cells and mean LN dwell times, E(t) (Fig. 2D and Fig. S2A ). Whereas CD4 + T cells resided in pLN for a mean of 12.2 h, CD8
+ T cells remained in pLNs for 21.2 h (Fig. 2D) . Transit through mLNs was slightly faster, with E(t) = 9.6 h for CD4 + T cells and E(t) = 17.0 h for CD8 + T cells. Carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE)-labeled T cells gave similar estimates, and we saw no division of T cells during the assay period. We also estimated egress rates of endogenous naïve T-cell populations, finding mean transit rates in pLNs of 12.1 h and 18.8 h for CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells, respectively, similar to the results obtained using cell transfers (Fig. S2B) .
Despite the longer transit time of naïve CD8 + T cells, we did not detect any gross differences in the anatomic localization of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells within the LN (Fig. S3A) ; nor did we find significant differences in the intranodal migration behavior of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells that would explain the distinct residence times (Fig. S3 B and C and Movie S2). Given existing data on factors controlling T-cell exit from LN, we asked whether CD4 + T cells are more sensitive to sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), perhaps enabling them to more efficiently egress into lymph. However, CD4
+ T cells were not more responsive to S1P in vitro than CD8 + T cells (Fig. S3D) . Similarly, the fraction of CD69 + cells, which lack surface S1PR1 expression (22) , was greater among CD4 + than CD8 + T cells and thus does not explain the faster egress rates of the CD4 + cohort. These studies reveal that CD4
+ T cells spend a significantly shorter time in an LN after entry compared with CD8 + T cells, that this is true for endogenous as well as transferred cells, and that differential functional expression of a major regulator of LN egress, S1PR1, did not seem to explain this difference.
Distinct LN Entry Rates of CD4
+ and CD8
+ T Cells. To maintain equilibrium, the greater LN egress rates of CD4 + T cells must be matched by increased LN entry rates. To investigate this prediction, we determined whether, without in vivo manipulations, the LN entry rate of naïve CD4 + T cells was faster than that of CD8 + T cells. T cells with a known CD4:CD8 ratio were transferred into recipient mice and the CD4:CD8 ratio of transferred cells measured 2 h later (Fig. 3A) . The CD4:CD8 ratio of entered cells 2 h after transfer was significantly increased compared with the preinjection ratio. Thus, CD4
+ T cells were indeed more efficient at entering LNs than CD8 + T cells, as expected from the egress rate differences.
To investigate the mechanism underlying the entry efficiency of naïve CD4
+ T cells, we analyzed surface molecules that impact T-cell SLO homing (1, 23) . The expression of αL and β1 integrins, P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1), chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor 4 (CXCR4), or CD62L was not greater on CD4 + compared with CD8 + T cells (Fig. S4A) . However, naïve CD4 + T cells had ∼twofold greater CCR7 surface levels than CD8 + T cells (Fig. 3B) . CCR7 has two chemokine ligands, CCL21 and CCL19, but only CCL21 is expressed by HEVs and is the primary ligand facilitating CCR7-dependent LN homing of T cells (24) . In chemotaxis assays, CD4
+ T cells were significantly more sensitive to CCL21 than CD8 + T cells (Fig. 3C ), especially at lower CCL21 concentrations (Fig. 3D) . Because CCR7 interactions with its ligands promote LN retention of T cells, and because greater CCR7 expression by CD4 + T cells would therefore be expected to result in a longer, not shorter, LN transit time in the absence of other factors, we also investigated whether CCR7 was downregulated on CD4 + T cells after LN entry. Although we observed changes in CCR7 expression over time, these changes were equivalent in CD4 + and CD8 + T cells (Fig. S4B ).
Self-pMHC Interactions Retain CD4 + but Not CD8 + T Cells in LNs.
Apart from S1PR1 and CCR7 expression, it is currently unknown what other factors impact T-cell transit time through SLOs. Given our data that CD4 + T-cell contacts with DCs are of significantly shorter duration in the absence of MHCII, we asked whether interactions of T cells with MHC act as a retention signal. In addition, we examined whether the greater LN transit time of CD8 + T cells results from a greater amount of time spent interacting with MHCI, because many more cells in the LN express MHCI than MHCII. To do so, we quantified the egress rates of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells in mice deficient in either MHCII or MHCI. When T cells were transferred into MHCII −/− recipients the CD4:CD8 ratio inverted over time after LN entry blockade, as in WT mice (Fig. 4A) . However, the CD4:CD8 ratio change occurred more rapidly in MHCII −/− mice, indicating that CD4 + T cells were egressing at an accelerated rate relative to CD8 + T cells (Fig. 4A) . To examine whether this was explained by concomitant changes in CD8
+ T-cell transit time and to quantify the difference in CD4 + T-cell transit in WT compared with MHCII −/− mice, we estimated E(t) as before. Whereas CD8 + T-cell transit was unaffected, CD4 + T cells had an increased egress rate and shorter mean transit time of 7.5 h when they did not interact with MHCII, 4 h less than in WT animals ( Fig. 4B  and Fig. S5 ). In contrast, in the absence of endogenous MHCI, we saw no changes in the rate of CD4:CD8 ratio inversion (Fig.  4C) , with egress being slightly but significantly diminished for both CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells (Fig. 4D and Fig. S5 ). Our data thus indicate that there are important differences in the role played by pMHC in retaining CD4 + or CD8 + T cells within LNs and suggest the existence of distinct processes that determine the LN dwell time of CD4 + and CD8 + T-cell populations.
Estimating the DC Scanning Efficiency of T Cells. We next combined transit time and DC contact duration data to estimate DC scanning efficiency of T cells (mean number of contacts per LN transit, C; SI Materials and Methods). We estimated C for each Tcell and DC population and found a range of ∼160-320 contacts with DCs per LN transit (Fig. 5A) , with good agreement for estimates made using the manual and automated datasets. There was a trend for naïve CD4 + T cells to make fewer DC contacts than CD8 + T cells. Using the manual dataset, the estimated mean number of DC contacts per transit for CD4 + T cells was 161 (95% confidence interval 128-194) vs. 314 for CD8 + T cells (227-401); using the automated dataset, 202 (155-249) vs. 313 (223-394). However, this difference reached significance (P < 0.001) only in the manual data set (Fig. 5A) . Our observations that naïve CD4 + T cells have shorter transit times than CD8 + T cells but have similar DC contact durations can be explained by differences in (i) the time it takes for T cells to move between DC and/or (ii) differences in LN egress probability per DC interaction. We investigated whether the egress probability after a DC encounter, q, was different between CD4 + and CD8 + T cells. There was a trend for q to be greater for naïve CD4 + T cells compared with CD8 + T cells (this reached significance only in the manual data set, P < 0.001) after interaction with WT DCs (Fig. 5B) .
It was possible that the faster egress rate of CD4 + T cells in MHCII −/− compared with WT recipients was primarily due to a reduced time spent being in contact with DCs and thus less mechanical restraint away from egress portals (Fig. 1D) . Alternatively, cells may have an increased egress probability after interaction with MHCII −/− DCs. To distinguish these two hypotheses, we estimated q for CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells after encounter with an MHCII −/− DC. We found no difference in egress probability for CD8 + T cells after interaction with WT vs. MHCII −/− DCs in either data set. However, on the basis of the manual data set, CD4
+ T cells were ∼1.6 times less likely to egress after interacting with an MHCII −/− DC than WT DC (Fig.  5B ). This suggests that CD4 + T cells are not obtaining MHCIIdependent signals that delay egress but that CD4 + T-cell egress rates are lower in WT compared with MHCII −/− recipients, primarily owing to longer contacts with DC that sequester these T cells away from egress sites. In fact, despite the shorter LN transit time of CD4 + T cells in the absence of MHCII, the reduced DC interaction time and egress probability per DC interaction results in an increase in the estimated mean number of DC contacts per transit in MHCII −/− recipients (Fig. S6 ). 
Discussion
Two key aspects of T-cell biology-finding and responding to Ag and maintaining a constant naïve population size-are intimately tied to and dependent on cell recirculation among SLOs. Recent advances in our ability to track individual cells within complex tissues in live animals using 2P microscopy (25) have made it possible to begin to link individual cell-level events with population-level processes. Here we have combined such intravital imaging and mathematical modeling with more traditional immunological tools to track T-cell populations and quantify the LN transit time of naïve CD4 + and CD8 + T cells. We find substantial differences in CD4 + vs. CD8 + T-cell recirculation rates under steady-state conditions, with CD4 + T cells completing the blood to lymph transition in little more than half the time required by CD8 + T cells. Although CD4 + T-cell LN transit time is impacted by measurable interactions with self-pMHCII, selfpMHCI on host cells does not detectably retain transferred CD8 + T cells within LNs. Thus, not only are the recirculation dynamics between naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T-cell populations different, at least some of the key factors influencing the duration of their stay within SLOs are distinct. This has implications for the foreign antigen surveillance strategies used by the two Tcell populations. Whereas CD4 + T cells scan a greater number of LNs per unit time at the cost of scanning each individual LN less thoroughly, CD8
+ T cells scan a given LN more meticulously but are slower to transit between LNs and hence slower to locate an LN with relevant foreign antigen. Put another way, CD4
+ T cells survey the body's entire cohort of LNs more rapidly but might miss low abundance antigen in doing so, whereas CD8 + T cells are less likely to miss antigen in an LN when it is present but may take longer to find the relevant LN.
After the initial demonstration that lymphocytes recirculate continuously between blood, SLOs, and lymph (2), early studies in rats showed that transferred T cells appear in SLOs within 30 min and take 4-18 h to passage LNs (26) . Since then, LN transit times of T cells have been cited as lasting somewhere in the broad range of 8-24 h, with the rules governing CD4
+ and CD8 + T-cell LN homing and dwell time assumed to be the same (9, 27 ).
Here we estimate that naïve CD4 + and CD8 + T cells spend a mean duration of 12 and 21 h, respectively, within LNs of normal mice. The egress kinetics of T cells are approximated well by an exponential decay model, indicating that the egress probability is constant over time once T cells have acquired egress competency. This model is consistent with the wide distribution of residence times of a given T-cell population entering the LN at the same time (28) . It is also consistent with microscopy data demonstrating the random walk behavior of individual T cells along fibroblastic reticular cells within LNs (3, 4) and the probabilistic nature of their egress at lymphatic sinuses (29) , both of which would be difficult to reconcile with a fixed LN dwell time.
We show that the reduced entry of naïve CD8 + T cells into LNs is associated with a lower CCR7 expression on CD8
+ T cells compared with CD4 + T cells. Given previous data that LN entry is sensitive to CCR7 expression levels (6, 30) , this suggests that CCR7 expression plays a role in the differential naïve T-cell LN homing observed. Why the naïve CD4 + T-cell LN egress rate is greater than that of CD8 + T cells remains an open question. Our data clearly show that the balance between CCR7-mediated retention signals and S1PR1-mediated egress signals (6) cannot alone explain this difference. Not only is CCR7 expression greater on CD4 + T cells (which would predict longer LN dwell times), but sensitivity to S1P is less than for CD8 + T cells (again, predicting longer LN dwell times). Nor can differences in cell motility, displacement, or intranodal location explain their distinct LN transit kinetics. Interestingly, early studies performed in sheep (31) found that CD4 + T cells appear at greater frequencies in the lymph following cannulation of an individual LN, suggesting differences between recirculation rates of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells. This observation in another mammal makes it more likely that this is an evolutionarily conserved phenomenon and might help explain why changes in lymphoid tissue architecture in infections such as HIV in humans impact the homeostasis of one T-cell population more than others (32) .
We show here that one factor differentially impacting CD4 + and CD8 + T-cell LN dwell times is cell-cell contacts, specifically those made with DCs via MHC. Data from 2P microscopy suggested that DCs make contact with 500-5,000 T cells per hour (21, 33) . However, determining how many DCs one T-cell surveys is technically challenging and has only been done using in silico simulations (34) . Our quantitative data showed that DC-Tcell contact durations are similar for CD4 + and CD8 + T cells, lasting on average 3-4 min, and are log-normally distributed, with most interactions being short but with rare contacts lasting >15 min. From these results we calculated that in each LN passage, CD4
+ T cells scan a mean of ∼160-200 DCs, whereas CD8 + T cells scan ∼310 DCs. The low scanning coverage in the absence of antigen highlights the need for mechanisms that direct T cells toward relevant antigen-bearing DCs via, for instance, the expression of chemokines (35) .
T-cell scanning of DCs is critical both for immune surveillance and acquisition of homeostatic signals. It is likely that T-cell transit times and precursor frequencies are optimized to ensure that foreign antigens are detected rapidly enough for effective pathogen clearance. If preimmune precursor population sizes were approximately equivalent between CD4 + and CD8 + T cells, the accelerated recirculation kinetics of CD4 + T cells might mean that they have an increased probability of locating an LN in which there is foreign antigen, but a reduced probability of detecting it within a given LN, compared with CD8 + T cells (36) . However, precursor frequencies of CD4 + T cells may on average be lower than that of CD8 + T cells (37, 38) . In this case, the shorter LN dwell time and more rapid transit between LNs of CD4 + T cells could be a mechanism to ensure that the probability of an antigen-specific precursor being present in a draining (Fig. 2). (B) Estimates of the probability that a T cell will egress from the LN after each DC contact, with bootstrap 95% confidence intervals.
LN is similar for CD4 + and CD8 + T cells despite differences in precursor population size.
Access to SLOs impacts T-cell survival (39) , and decreasing DC numbers reduces homing to SLOs through effects on chemokine signaling (40, 41) . Here we show that DCs can also influence T-cell LN transit times on the basis of interactions via MHCII. T cells make ongoing TCR-MHC interactions in SLO that result in proximal TCR signaling, but only for CD4 + T cells do the TCR-MHCII scanning interactions also contribute substantially to LN retention in the absence of antigen. We estimate that onethird of the time CD4
+ T cells spend in LN transit arises from prolongation of T-DC contacts via self-pMHC recognition.
Collectively, the data presented here, together with previous work, suggest that egress rates are impacted by the distribution of path lengths from entry points to egress portals, the number and duration of contacts made as cells travel through the LN, and the probability of egress at lymphatic sinuses, which result in exponentially distributed LN dwell times at the population level. Furthermore, our quantitative analysis indicates that the immune surveillance strategies of naïve CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells are distinct-with CD4 + T cells scanning fewer DCs per LN and moving more rapidly between LNs. Further characterizing the processes regulating T-cell recirculation dynamics will be important in gaining insight into clinical diseases in which lymphocyte trafficking is impaired and in designing interventions to target T-cell migration to modulate T-cell homeostasis and immunocompetence.
Materials and Methods
Mice. Animal housing, care, and research were in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and all procedures performed were approved by the National Institutes of Health and Case Western Reserve University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Estimation of LN Egress and Homing Rates. Total T cells were purified by negative selection using MACS (Miltenyi) and 1 × 10 7 cells injected i.v. into recipient mice (∼90% of which were CD44 lo ). Two hours later, LN entry was blocked by i.p. administration of 100 μg anti-αL (clone M17/4) and anti-α4 (clone PS/2; BioXCell) in PBS, as previously described (6) . Inguinal, brachial, and mesenteric LNs were harvested at time points after entry blockade, made into single-cell suspensions, counted, and cell fractions analyzed by flow cytometry. Congenic markers were used to distinguish transferred T-cell populations, or cells were labeled with 1.5 μM CFSE. Data from each independent experiment were fitted to an exponential model of egress and the egress rate (r) estimated from the best model fits. Mean dwell times were calculated as E(t) = 1/r. To estimate naïve endogenous T-cell transit times, we gated on CD44 lo T cells. For LN homing rate estimates, 1 × 10 7 purified T cells were injected into recipients, LNs harvested 2 h later, and naive cell fractions enumerated. All other methods are described in SI Materials and Methods.
